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Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray, often called as Sony Ericsson Urushi is the 3G touch screen smartphone
by Sony. The handset is styled amazingly and is available with large number of features. Users can
enjoy large functioning of the phone and can avail it in the vivid colors of black, gold, white and pink.

Looks to Gaze

The handset can be availed on pay monthly deals and it is cased in the dimensions of 111 x 53 x
9.4 mm and weighs just 100 grams. The gadget looks wonderful and is showcased with the stylish
3.3 inches (~297 ppi pixel density) LED-backlit LCD, capacitive touch screen that astonishingly
supports 16 million colors and presents them in the resolution of 480 x 854 pixels. Sony Ericsson
Xperia Ray deals also avail the benefits of scratch-resistant glass, Bravia Mobile engine, Touch
sensitive controls, Timescape UI and multi-touch.

Great to Store

The gimmick is available with the large internal memory of 1 GB (300 MB user available) and 512
MB RAM. One can also go for memory card attachment up to 32GB in cheap Sony Ericsson Xperia
Ray. Also, buy Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray and get the 4GB card absolutely free.

Camera Support

Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray contracts avail the imaging benefits by using 8MP camera that works
with the help of features such as Geo-tagging, face and smile detection, touch focus, image
stabilization and auto focus. Also, LED flash is also provided to bring clarity in night shoots.
Moreover, video recording is also done with the help of video light availed in Sony Ericsson Xperia
Ray deals. Alongside, video calling is another provision of this gimmick.

Impressive Connections

Users can make worldwide connections through Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray via the facility of HTML
Web browser dwelled in it. Navigation is also possible through the GPS facility. Adding to it, one can
make further connections via the features of GPRS, EDGE, 3G Speed, WLAN Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and
USB.

Additional Features

SNS integration, stereo FM radio with RDS, audio/video player, TrackID music recognition, Sense
Me, Gmail, YouTube, Calendar, Google Talk, Document viewer, Voice memo and Predictive text
input are the impeccable features of the free Sony Ericsson Xperia Ray.
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Check Out Best a Blackberry 9360 Pay Monthly, a Blackberry 9800 Torch Deals, and a Blackberry
Torch Red Contract Deals UK.
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